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IN THE

United States Circuit Court of Appeals

FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT.

SYDNEY I. WAILES.
Appellant,

vs.

No. 1572.

DANIEL DAVIES and WILLIAM H.

SWEENEY, Sheriff of the County of

Eureka, State of Nevada,
Appellees.

PETITION FOR REHEAEINO.

Now comes Sidney I. Wailes, appellant, by Jesse

J. Ricks, his solicitor, and moves the court to grant

a rehearing in the above entitled cause, and in sup-

port of this motion begs to call the attention of the

court to the following suggestions. /^ ^
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Suggestions.

May it please the Couet:

If we were confident that the members of this court

differed with us on the law applicable to this case,

this petition would not be filed.

The opinion rendered manifests a careful examina-

tion of the evidence and the facts, but does not show

that the court considered the question whether its

conclusion of facts really warranted an affirmance of

the decree of the lower court. We can not refrain

from the belief that, after finding that the inferior

court was right in his conclusion of facts, this court

assumed that an affirmance must follow, and did not

consider the question whether any principle of law

or equity, when applied to those facts, justified an

affirmance.

Our position is that the affirmance or reversal de-

pends entirely upon a question of law, and yet the

court's opinion does not apply a single proposition

of law or equity, does not even refer to a legal prin-

ciple,—indeed, does not, by citation or reference, in-

voke a single authorit}^, text or judicial.

We ask the court, in all fairness :—Is it entire

justice to decide a case upon the theory that the real

question is one of fact, when the defeated litigant



denies the justice of the decision and yet is willing

to admit, for the purposes of the decision, that all

of the conclusions of fact of the court are well

founded ?

The opinion, after stating the substance of the

pleadings, continues with a recital of the conclusions

of the court below, and then adds:

"It is unnecessary to review the testimony of

the case. A careful examination of it in detail

con\ances us that it fully supports the facts found

in the opinion of the court and justifies the de-

cree in favor of the defendant. The decree is ac-

cordingly affiiTQed."

This, the only part of the court's opinion, which is

more than a mere recital of what the inferior court

had concluded, indicates plainly that this court has

not considered the real question of law in this case.

That the court should miss the real vital question

is, perhaps, due to some fault in our presentation of

the case.

The decision relates to eleven mining claims. Of

these, the court finds that eight were open to reloca-

tion, and three were not open to relocation. The

appellant relocated them all, but this court, follow-

ing the lower court, has held that he is not entitled

to equitable relief even as to the eight that were sub-

ject to relocation, because his relocation was a part of



a sclieme similar to a fraudulent conveyance to hinder

a creditor.

In onr brief and argument, we assumed, almost as

a matter of course, that the case would be reversed.

The only question in our minds was whether this court

would agree with the lower court in his conclusion

that the assessment work had been done on three of

the claims. Because of this, we subordinated the

question of ''fraudulent conveyance," upon which

the bill was dismissed, and laid stress upon the three

claims that had been held not subject to relocation.

Our principal object was to have this court, in revei^s-

ing the decree, announce its opinion as to the three

claims, which the lower court had concluded were

not subject to relocation. That the decree could be

affirmed seemed impossible. It did not occur to us

that a court of review might hold that the relocator

should be denied his equitable rights in the eight

claims which were subject to relocation,—even admit-

ting the existence of this scheme.

That method of presentation is, perhaps, respons-

ible for the affirmance of the decree. We must, how-

ever, call the attention of the court to the fact that

we did discuss this "fraudulent conveyance" element

as the last point in our brief (pp. 57-82).

We do not ask a reconsideration of the facts. We



simply ask that the court consider the question

whether the scheme found ])y the court to have ex-

isted was in any manner fraudulent in law or in

equity.

If this court will take its own conclusion of that

scheme, as it is recited in the opinion of Judge Mor-

row, and apply to it a single test of fraud, or of

fraudulent conveyance, this petition will be granted

and the cause reversed.

This scheme found by the court, as shown in the

opinion, is as follows:

"The court found further that the complain-

ant in relocating the claims on January 1, 1905,

was only acting a part assigned to him in a

scheme devised by Lay and executed and car-

ried out by Lay and two other stockholders of

the corporation and by another who was the

treasurer and trustee of an estate holding shares

in the corporation. The purpose of this scheme

was the transfer of these mining claims to com-

plainant who in turn was to transfer them to

another corporation in which Lay and his asso-

ciates were stockholders, thereby delaying and

defeating the judgment recovered by the defend-

ant Davies against the Whalen Consolidated Cop-

per Mining Company."

We shall be satisfied if this court will announce,

in its opinion, or in denying this petition, that it is

fraudulent for a stockliolder not to volunteer to do



the assessment work on claims owned by the corpora-

tion with the design to have some one relocate the

claims for him, and thus prevent a creditor of the

corporation from securing the claims on execution.

If this court will make such an announcement, we

shall feel that it is then the law,—at present it is not

the law. We shall then understand that the court has

simply differed with counsel as to what the law is,

—

a consequence of most litigated cases.

Surely this court,—the court of last resort in a

cause which is of inestimable importance to this ap-

pellant and petitioner,—will not deem it unreason-

able if we ask that the court announce one single

principle of law or of equity which, when applied to

the very scheme the court has found to exist, will

show that the scheme constitutes a fraud, or even a

misbehavior that would require a denial of relief to

any participant.

Our purpose in asking that the court announce

such a principle of law or equity is not academic. It

is not that we are simply curious to know the legal

reasons underlying the court's opinion. We ask it

because we know, as well as it is possible to know

anything in the law, that the very moment this court

undertakes to formulate a legal or equitable doctrine

to show that the scheme outlined in the opinion is



fraudulent, just tliat moment the court will decide

tliat the decree must be reversed.

'We first ask this court to read point V of the brief

filed by us.

We next ask that the court bear with us in the fol-

lowing questions

:

First. When this court found that this scheme was

for the purpose of "delaying and defeating the judg-

ment recovered by the defendant Davies," did it have

in mind that the judgment was not recovered until

December 29, 1904,—three days before the relocation?

And did any of the participants in that scheme be-

tween that date and the date of relocation do any-

thing they should not have done,—or omit to do any-

thing they should have done?

Second. Did these stockholders, who participated

in the scheme found by the court, have any authorifi/

or direction from the corporation to do the assess-

ment work; or were they to be paid by the coipora-

tion for their disbursements or labor if they had

done the assessment work?

Third. If they were not authorized, directed or

paid to do it, was it their duty to do it?

Fourth. If it was not their duty to do the assess-

ment work, was it fraudulent for them not to do it?
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Fifth. If it was not fraudulent for them to omit

to do the assessment work, did it become any more

so because they Jineic that the effect of the forfeiture

would be to render worthless a creditor's judgment

against the company?

Sixth. If fraud can not be predicated upon the

knowledge that their omission to do the assessment

work would render a judgment worthless, does their

omission become fraudulent because they had the de-

sign to relocate the property themselves?

Seventh. If it was twt fraudulent for them to re-

locate the property themselves, does it become any

more wrong when they procure some third person to

relocate the property for them with the purpose of

subsequently transferring it to them or to a com-

pany in which they were interested.

Eighth. If the property had not been relocated by

Wailes, would the judgment rendered December 29,

1904, be of any value as against these eight claims

after January 1, 1905, when, as both courts have

found, the claims were open to relocation?

Ninth. If the omission by the stockholders to do

the assessment work on the property owned by the

corporation was not fraudulent, and if the relocation

by them was neither fraudulent nor detrimental to

the creditor, then what act or omission in the scheme
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can this court point out as having been a legal or

equitable wrong?

It is easy enough to speak in general terms about

a '^ scheme" and, by using the words "transfer" and

"delaying and defeating the judgment," give to a

transaction an odious aspect. It sounds plausible in

an opinion to condemn a scheme by three stockhold-

ers to "transfer" a mining claim to defeat a judg-

ment creditor; but, when the scheme, as found by

the court, was nothing more than an omission to do

the assessment work for the corporation,—a thing

they had no duty to do,—and a subsequent reloca-

tion for themselves,—a thing they had a perfect right

to do,—and a thing which was not detrimental to the

judgment creditor,^this court will find it impossible

to point out one act or omission of any one of the

schemers which was fraudulent.

We recognize that it is not the function of the

courts to satisfy defeated litigants and yet, when this

court, organized to share the burdens of the highest

court in the land, denies to a litigant the right to

enter a court of equity on the ground that he has

been guilty of fraud, is it unreasonable that this liti-

gant should ask the court to point out in its opinion,

in definite language, one single wrongful act or omis-

sion, or one single proposition of law applicable to

such act or omission, which would justify its de-

cision?
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There is more in this case, as it now stands, than

the dollars and cents value of the mining claims. The

court, without mentioning names, but with ample de-

scriptive language, has affixed the stigma of fraud to

men who have never been guilty of fraud.

Demands of common fairness surely require either

that they be vindicated or that they be told what spe-

cific rule of law or equity they have violated, and the

specific acts or omissions that constituted the viola-

tion.

This court does not frequently write an opinion

without the citation of a principle of law or equity.

Why should it do so in this case,—^where the entire

question is one of law?

In conclusion, we ask again that the court read point

V of our argument filed heretofore, and then, if it

does not grant this petition and reverse the decree,

to point out one single wrongful act or omission of

any participant in the ''scheme" found by the court

to exist, or one single principle of law or equity, which,

when applied to that ''scheme," will show that they

are guilty of inequitable conduct, or, indeed, one

wrongful act or omission that "delayed or defeated"

the judgment creditor.

Re^ectfully submiffe(
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Certificate.

Jesse J. Eicks hereby certifies that the above peti-

tion for rehearing is in his judgment well founded in

law and equity, and that it is not interposed for de-

lay.




